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Urbana: University of Illinois Press, p. Directed by Brian De Palma. Goodfellas  The representation of their
sexual encounters is central here and relevant to their construction as femme fatales. During the investigation
Curran becomes involved in a torrid and intense relationship with the prime suspect Catherine Tramell Sharon
Stone. Derrida Of grammatology. Spivak, G. Kaplan, A. In turn, these narrative transformations have allocated
space for me to explore subverting the male gaze through having two female protagonists driving the story,
being the dominant gender, alongside the lesbian romantic element of the tale which feeds into the pleasures
of the feminine. They create a stir in the audience that reverberates through word-of-mouth and popular
culture and lures men into the theatre to get a glimpse at the newest Hollywood sex symbol. USA: Parklane
Pictures. Directed by Jonathan Glazer. Women have been taught that, for us, the earth is flat, and that if we
venture out, we will fall off the edge. Its angle of subversion into a more universal gaze is seen as the male
police officers are scared and befuddled, whereas Tramell is in full control. Nothing more. In other cases, one
could argue that there is a split discourse which judges then condemns females no matter how they act. Dark
Passage  Directed by Robert Aldrich. Taxi Driver  The Big Heat  The interview concludes with an opening
towards Mulvey revealing the possibility for the spectator to be helped by technology in overturning dominant
visibility regimes, including the male gaze. Directed by Mark Robson. The erotic imagery attracts viewers, as
well as holds the attention of the male characters within the film itself. Directed by Francis Ford Coppola.


